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ABUS 83 SERIES
The most comprehensive range of commercial rekeyable padlocks for the Australian market.

Locksmiths padlock of choice Custom embossing or custom etching available

The ABUS TouchTM is the first padlock 
from security specialist that can 
be unlocked using an individual 
fingerprint instead of a key. 

The battery-operated lock has a 
hardened steel shackle and is equipped 
with a 360° sensor that can recognize up 
to 10 different fingerprints. The padlock 
offers a wide range of applications 
for families, sport clubs and small 
businesses.

AUSTRALIA’S MOST TRUSTED 
COMMERCIAL PADLOCK
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5650C
back in stock!



From a single door, to a multi storey building, Secure6 has you covered. 
Designed and built in Australia in consultation with leading locksmiths, the system is fully 

compatible with most commercial locks and features legal protection against duplication until 2029.

Barrel “B” Profile 570 Satin Chrome
• 570 oval cylinders   • ABUS 83 series padlocks
• 355 inner cylinder   • 693 cupboard locks
• Lock-it-well A series cylinder
• Astra oval cylinder (8217-5 and 8217-6)
• 334B series padlocks
• Also available: Brass S6B570BF   

                         Chrome Plate S6B570CP
A Profile S6A570SC          B Profile S6B570SC

Custom cylinder 
etching available!
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

SALTO XS4 online and offline electronic locks, GEO cylinder locks, XS4 
Locker locks, and control units were installed in the school, controlling 
190 doors in administration areas, classrooms, common areas and store 
rooms. Access points were also added to four automatic doors, an 
external gate and the building lift. Leighland employs SALTO SVN-Flex, a 
feature that enables SALTO locks and cylinders to directly update cards 
at the door; reducing the cost and operational inconvenience of installing 
and using dedicated update points. 

Another powerful feature for the school was the ability to lockdown 
immediately from a central control point. The lockdown can be activated 
through SALTO ProAccess Space software or via a physical emergency 
lockdown button located in the admin area. SECURATECH carefully 
planned the transition from traditional to electronic keys by pre-loading 
all staff and access points into the software, as well as issuing out 
credentials in advance before any hardware was installed. 

Schools needs suppliers they can trust, and Leighland is no exception. 
SECURATECH has provided many years of reliable service to Leighland 
and loves working with SALTO and LSC.

“SALTO is an excellent choice for schools with the long term vision 
to better manage their environment. With Karl Slater from LSC and 
their fantastic in-house technical support and knowledge of SALTO 
products, we ensured the project was well-planned and met the school’s 
requirements,” said Kaleb Lehman, Director of SECURATECH.

SALTO creates a 
culture of trust. 
Secure, flexible and 
reliable access control 
is now a systemized 
outcome for our 
school community 
– it’s the way we do 
business now.”
DAVID GREY
Business Manager
Leighland Christian School

“

Back to School 2020 with  
SALTO electronic locking solutions 
Like many schools, Leighland Christian School’s expanding needs for flexible access control 
were not being met by their master key system. With security supplier SECURATECH and LSC, 
the school chose SALTO to improve access and risk management at their Ulverstone campus 
in Tasmania. SALTO has the widest range of stand-alone electronic locks on the market, with a 
product for virtually any door and application.

SALTO AND LSC

From pre-sales support through to system 

implementation, LSC can help you with 

everything SALTO. Both SALTO and LSC are 

more than happy to provide you with sales 

and presentation support when engaging with 

your potential customers - just ask. 

More schools are adopting EAC  
which presents a fantastic opportunity  
for pro-active locksmiths and security  
providers. For more information on  
how to get started with SALTO,  
please get in touch with LSC or  
visit www.saltosystems.com.au.
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ES2100 MONITORED ELECTRIC STRIKE

KEYSAFE™ SLIMLINE

The ES2100 now offers a unique new monitoring feature not available in 
other strikes on the market today. The strike has an integrated reed switch 
that when combined with a specialised Lockwood mortice lock, provides 
door position monitoring.

Fully monitored

4 Hour fire rating

Integrated reed switch  
for door monitoring  

1000kg holding force 

SCEC approved 

Field changeable fail safe/ 
fail secure 

Kidde KeySafe™ Slimline provides 
controlled access to your home without 
duplicating, distributing and tracking 
physical keys. Features include a 
resettable pushbutton combination, 
1,024 possible combinations and easy 
installation.

Kidde KeySafe™ Slimline great 
pricing for quantity purchases:

KEY-BAK SUPER 48 SERIES

When you just can’t lose your keys. The Key-Bak Super 48 series is 
the self-retracting key reel for industrial use that many have tried to 
copy, but just can’t match the original and best.  

Described as ‘the key retractor you should use when losing your 
keys might mean losing your job’, the Key-Bak Super 48 comes with 
a Kevlar® cable, high impact polycarbonate case and a range of belt 
and attachment options.

colours available

Proven to last over 1 
million cycles!

Made in USA and backed by a lifetime service policy

check online for special February pricing! PA102100000

KBS48PLUS

SU1370    SU1371    SU1193 

BUY 6 GET 10% OFF BUY 12 AND GET 15% OFFor

KG
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According to the latest figures from the 
Caravan Industry Association of Australia,  
RV ownership in Australia has reached an  
all-time high, with 679,378 recreational 
vehicles registered in 2018. This equates 
to one in every 13 households owning a 
recreational vehicle, with caravans and 
campervans now being the fastest growing 
vehicle type in Australia by registration for the 
past eight years.
 
Grab a slice of this growing market segment 
with our caravan and campervan specific 
security solutions from ADI Lockwise and 
Silca Keys.

We’re excited to announce a full 
new range of keys for “Trimark” 
brand locks as found on many 
caravans, mobile homes, custom 
vehicles and canopies.  

There’s 11 in the range, all are 
available from LSC now.  

Caravan security solutions

ADILC150R1

PVC Lockable Cap  
with Coupling & Glue  
Also Available:
with Ring & Glue ADILC150R2

ADILC100R2

PVC Lockable Cap  
with Ring & Glue
Also Available:
with Coupling & Glue ADILC100R1

ADILC90R1

PVC Lockable Cap  
with Coupling & Glue  
Also Available:
with Ring & Glue ADILC90R2

ADIPB100

Secure PVC Pipe  
Bracket with Fasteners
Also Available:
150mm ADIPB150
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mechanical Security

150MM
CAP

100MM
CAP

100MM
CAP

90MM
CAP

GLUEDGLUEDGLUED

THREADEDTHREADED

Visit lsc.com.au for the complete range of ADI lockable caps



SOFTWARE

Automotive News 

Advanced Diagnostics have made enhancements to and 
increased the coverage of the Mitsubishi software ADS2281. 
Proximity key programming is now available for select later 
models which were previously not covered.  

Please refer to LSC CarLab for specific applications. 
Further enhancements for Mitsubishi are under development 
so stay tuned for updates.  

Are you keeping your Smart Pro up to date? Updating the 
device is quick and easy. It is important to to stay up to date 
with new software releases and bug fixes.   

Tech Ed announces the launch of the 2020 training  
program with AEE102 being offered March 23 and 24 at 
the Distribution & Training Centre in Melbourne. This 2 
day course covers soldering and programming of MCUs 
and flash memory devices. Some previous knowledge of 
EEPROM work is  
preferable. 

For further information and registration please refer to the 
Tech Ed Course section of the LSC website. This course 
is in demand and normally sells out early. 

March 23 and 24   | 2 Day Course   

UPCOMING COURSe
AEE102

Programming Advanced MCU Memory Devices and Soldering
LSC Distribution Centre, Brooklyn, Melbourne 

Limited places means early 
registration is a must.
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The Verroo Smart Range of battery powered locking devices by RMD 
Innovations has been designed with security, flexibility and convenience 
in mind. Utilising Bluetooth technology with AES128 encryption you can 
be sure when communicating and sharing access to your Verroo, you are 
doing so securely and with zero web presence. A patented challenge - 
response method is used whenever you send an eKey for access to your 
device ensuring absolute security.

Verroo’s App is feature rich and gives the owner many options to 
customise not only your own access but your visitors too. Three levels 
of access are available, Normal, Admin or Owner depending on the 
rights you wish to give the user making it perfect for residential and 
semi - commercial applications alike. Verroo provides many flexible eKey 
options for access to your device, permanent access for family, one time 
use for trades and timed access for regular visitors are all available. With 
up to 1000 users able to be enrolled per device and each with varying 
access levels the Verroo strike is suitable for small, medium and large 
applications.

The Verroo Smart Mortice Strike 
Industry standard electric strike footprint makes 
the Verroo Smart Mortice Strike the ideal solution 
for your commercial premises.

• 38000NBK03N (30 users)
• 38000NBK03N200 (200 users)
• 38000NBK03N1000 (1,000 users)

Verroo Smart Rim Strike 
Available in timber and metal frame fix, the Verroo 
Smart Rim Strike offers a simple and inexpensive 
upgrade solution.

• 58001NSC03 (Metal frame / 30 users)
• 58001NSC03200 (Metal frame / 200 users)
• 58001NSC031000 (Metal frame / 1,000 users)
• 58002NSC03 (Timber frame / 30 users)
• 58002NSC03200 (Timber frame / 200 users)
• 58002NSC031000 (Timber frame / 1,000 users)
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VERROO FEATURES:

• Controlled by the Verroo App
• 3 Access levels, Owner, Admin and Normal
• Up to 1,000 users (model dependant)
• Timed access eKeys
• One-time visitor eKeys
• Passage Mode
• Customisable unlock time
• 1,000 Event audit trail
• Battery saving features
• Battery life indicator in App
• iOS, Android compatible

The Verroo Smart Controller  
and Compact Strike Kit
Designed to fit most narrow door frames, 
the Verroo Smart Controller and Compact 
Strike kit is an ideal solution for residential or 
semi-commercial premises.

• 20003KIT (30 users)
• 200003200KIT (200 users)
• 2000031000KIT (1,000 users)

The Verroo Smart Controller 
This standalone battery powered controller 
is to be used in conjunction with the RMD 
3v Compact Strike (available separately).

• 20003 (30 users)
• 200003200 (200 users)
• 2000031000 (1,000 users)
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MEET THE FUTURA FAMILY – ONE FOR EVERY OCCASION 

Silca Futura Auto SD845059ZB

• Dedicated automotive machine for cutting inline or high security car keys
• Onboard codes, code series, cards, make and model list for easy selection

Silca Futura Edge SD850500ZB 

• Replace your Formula-X with the Futura Edge and never print or worry 
about cards again

• Code series and cards on board, ready to go, all digital
• Optical reader for decoding or copying original keys

Silca Futura Pro SD847000ZB

• All in one compact yet powerful 
machine for virtually any residential 
or automotive key

• Code series, cards, pictures, 
makes and models all on board

• Possibility to make your own cards
• Optional engraving kit makes it 

a true Swiss-Army-Knife of key 
machines, covering just about 
every job you’d ever need

The Silca Futura family includes 
a range of machines to cover every 
application, from basic versions 
just for inline keys, to dedicated 
automotive versions, to the fully 
featured flagship Futura Pro.  

All in one, easy to use, 
self-contained, constantly updated, 
and covered by Silca’s 2-year 
factory warranty, Futura sets the 
standard by which all others are 
judged.  

Silca Poker Pro SD851467ZB 

• Ok, we know it’s not technically called a Futura, but think of it as “Futura Copy”
• Dedicated, high quality, high accuracy, high speed touchless duplicator for all 

inline keys
• 4 way jaws & optical reader ensure a perfect grip & read of the original, and a 

perfect copy

check out flyer for 
Futura machine 

bonuses!
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Entrance Leverset LH600B
Double Cylinder Deadbolt D332B

60/70mm Entrance Knobset BRT3600B
5 Pin Euro Double Cylinder 31705PHESCKD

Entrance Leverset EU6000SCDDA
Double Cylinder Deadbolt BP210LISSS
60mm Entrance Knobset EA3000SS60

6 Pin Euro Double Cylinder BRM905551CP

Cam Lock BR820LCSC
Dead-latching Cupboard Lock BR850LCASC

Cupboard Lock (L or R) BR700LCASC
Latching Cupboard Lock (U, D, L or R) BRL78VLCAPB

Back to work with BRAVA

Visit www.lsc.com.au for our COMPLETE BRAVA URBAN, METRO AND OL SERIES RANGE.

Urban Series Metro SeriesOL Series
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Push To Exit Button [Green]
NEPAWNCSFPG

Push To Open Button [Green]
NEPAWNCSFOG

Emergency Lockdown
Button [Red]
NEEANCSMR

Touchless Sensor Exit Button 
NENACLS

Press To Exit Button [Red]
NEPANCSMR

Press To Exit Button [Red]
NEPAWNCSDR

Touchless Sensor Mullion 
Mount Exit Button 

NENMCLS

EXIT BUTTONS
We proudly stock a wide range of Neptune Exit Buttons and 
Switches with a variety of actuators to suit different applications, 
including dome, flat button and infrared touchless. The perfect 
addition to any access control solution, regardless of size.

ultra thin patch leads
Lengths available: 
15cm, 25cm, 50cm, 
1m, 1.5m, 2m, 3m and 5m

NEC6U015WH

available in  
6 colours!

check out flyer for  
complete range!
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Magnetic Reed Switch with 
Armour Cable

NESMRMBA

Metal Reed Switch with  
Armour Cable

NESMRMFA

6 Channel, 6 Form-C,  
Multi-Code RF Receiver

NEREC6M

3 Channel, 2 Button 
RF Remote

NEF2B

6 Channel, 4 Button 
RF Remote

NEF4S

MAGLOCKS
End-users want their security products 
to be stylish as well as functional. 
Recognising this, Neptune launched a 
chic range of black maglocks in July 
last year. Install these striking black 
maglocks on white doors to create an 
eye-catching contrast.

280 Series:
Double Door  NEML280DMB  

Single Door  NEML280MB

500 Series:
Double Door  NEML500DMB

Single Door  NEML500MB

RECEIVERS
The Neptune range of 6-channel multi-purpose
receivers and complementary remotes utilise KEELOQ® 
Code Hopping technology for secure RF transmission. 

Available in IP65 housing to suit external installation.
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Before contacting TSU staff, we advise collecting as much information as  
possible. This is in relation to problems with electronic key machines, either stand 
alone or connected to PC.

If you are in possession of one of the following machines:
Triax, Unocode 299/399, 399 Evo, Marker 2000, Viper, Futura, RW4+ and Idea

The following information is required:

1.
2.
3.

The internal program version and the 
data shown on the screen when the 
machine is turned on.  This can also be 
found under the maintenance menu/
machine data in the older machines.

The exact sequence of operations that 
have produced the error. (eg. Selected 
menu 2, entered SSN 582, entered 
code K001, pressed start)

Any error messages shown on the 
screen need to be reported as  
accurately as possible.

This information helps with a faster and more accurate diagnosis of the problem.

TOP TIPS FROM TECH SUPPORT

Aaron working 
on a Silca machine

Shop online  |  lsc.com.au
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Angelo Maniakas (NSW)

Keypoint Locksmiths (TAS)

Norm Hyatt Locksmiths (QLD)

North East Mobile Locksmiths (VIC)

A1 Locksmiths (WA)

Rechenberg Locksmiths (QLD)

Angelo Maniakas is proud as punch standing next 
to his new Silca Futura Edge.

Justin from Keypoint Locksmiths in Devonport with 
his new Silca Futura Pro.

Jamie and Trevor Hyatt from Norm Hyatt  
Locksmiths with their new Futura Pro.

Wayne from North East Mobile Locksmiths has 
added a Silca Futura Pro and AD Smart Pro to  
his van.

Adam from A1 Locksmiths with a new Silca Futura 
Edge.

Roy and Steve from Rechenberg Locksmiths with 
their new Silca Futura Pro and Unocode Pro.

HAPPY CUSTOMERS
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Paddle 
Board

Adjustable  
Carbon Paddle

FCS Tri  
Fin Set

Diamond
Deck Grip

HOW TO ENTER:
Earn one (1) entry for every $200 (ex. GST) spend on dormakaba 
products between 1 - 29 February 2020. No limit to the amount of 
entries per customer.

*Terms and Conditions : lsc.com.au/page/Terms__Conditions

RIDE THE TIDE WITH

A PADDLE BOARDWIN $990 RR
P

Prize includes: 1 x Paddle Board, 
1 x  Carbon Paddle,
1 x FCS TRI Fin Set
and 1 x Carry Bag

5 TO WIN*

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Product features and pricing in this newsletter are subject to change without notice. Special promotional prices advertised here are for the month the newsletter has been published. However, some offers may commence 
on or extend beyond the promotional period. Most products have been photographed in-house and are identical to what you will receive. Information presented in this newsletter has been checked and is believed to be 
correct at the time of printing, however, errors and omissions may occur. LSC can not guarantee prices, specifications, or features of products that may change after printing.
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